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True911 Enhances Department of Transportation 

Tunnel Authorities' Communication Infrastructure 

Introduction:  

The Department of Transportation Tunnel Authorities faced a significant challenge in 

maintaining reliable and cost-effective communication within their tunnel network. The outdated 

analog ring down lines, also known as BANA circuits, were proving to be unreliable and costly to 

maintain. To address this issue, they implemented the MS130v5 device with True911, offering a 

modern and efficient solution to replace the old analog systems. 

Challenge:  

The Department of Transportation Tunnel Authorities had been relying on analog ring down 

lines for communication within their tunnel network. However, these outdated systems 

presented several challenges. The analog technology was prone to frequent disruptions, 

resulting in unreliable communication channels. Additionally, the maintenance costs associated 

with these systems were becoming increasingly burdensome, requiring constant repairs and 

replacements. 

The Role of the MS130v5 with True911:  

To overcome the challenges faced by the Department of Transportation Tunnel Authorities, they 

implemented the MS130v5 device with True911 as a comprehensive communication solution. 

The MS130v5 device, with its advanced features and integration capabilities, proved to be a 

game-changer in enhancing their communication infrastructure. 

Reliable Communication:  

The MS130v5 device with True911 ensures reliable and uninterrupted communication within the 

tunnel network. By leveraging the power of cellular technology and Voice over LTE (VoLTE), the 

solution offered a robust and stable connection, eliminating the frequent disruptions experienced 

with the analog ring down lines. This reliability significantly improved the Department of 

Transportation Tunnel Authorities' ability to communicate effectively during critical situations. 

Cost-Effective Solution: One of the significant advantages of implementing the MS130v5 with 

True911 was its cost-effectiveness. The solution provided a more efficient and streamlined 

communication system, eliminating the need for costly maintenance and repairs associated with 

the old analog systems. The Department of Transportation Tunnel Authorities experienced a 

reduction in operational expenses, allowing them to allocate resources to other important areas. 



Seamless Integration:  

The MS130v5 device seamlessly integrated with the existing infrastructure of the Department of 

Transportation Tunnel Authorities. It replaced the analog ring down lines while preserving the 

functionality and features required for their specific communication needs. The transition to the 

MS130v5 with True911 was smooth, ensuring minimal disruption to their daily operations. 

Enhanced Safety and Efficiency: The implementation of the MS130v5 with True911 significantly 

improved safety and operational efficiency within the tunnel network. The advanced features of 

True911, such as enhanced e911 and NG911, provided precise location information and 

streamlined emergency communication protocols. This enhanced safety measures and 

expedited response times, ensuring the well-being of staff and users within the tunnel network. 

Conclusion:  

The Department of Transportation Tunnel Authorities successfully replaced their outdated 

analog ring down lines with the modern and reliable MS130v5 device with True911. This 

implementation not only resolved the challenges they faced with unreliable communication and 

high maintenance costs but also enhanced safety and operational efficiency within their tunnel 

network. The MS130v5 with True911 demonstrated its ability to provide a cost-effective and 

technologically advanced solution, solidifying its position as the preferred choice for modernizing 

communication infrastructure in demanding environments. 


